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COMPACT MULTILINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS

NISHAN  KRIKORIAN

Abstract. It is well known that if a CJ map between Banach

spaces is compact, then its derivative is a compact operator. If the

map is C, then what can be said about the compactness of its

higher derivatives ? This question leads us to a study of compact

multilinear operators with the main result being that the higher

derivatives of a compact map are such operators.

Let E1,---,Em, F be Banach spaces, and T:Exx- • -xEm-^-F be a

continuous m-multilinear transformation. We call T jointly compact if it

takes bounded sets into relatively compact sets, and we call T separately

compact if for each y and any choice of points t^eE,, iftj, the transforma-

tion T(elf • ■ • , £,_!, ej+1, ■ ■ • , em):Ej-*F is compact. The object

of this paper is to expose several simple properties of such transforma-

tions. We give an example (§A) where separate compactness does not

imply joint compactness, and we show that the first r derivatives of a

compact C function are jointly compact (§B). We then look at linear

spaces of jointly compact transformations (§C) and investigate their

behavior with respect to tensor products (§D).

(A) Let T:l2xl2—>-l2 be defined as T(a, è)=(a1/71, a2b2, • • •) where a=

(a,, a2, ■ ■ ■) and b—(blt b2, • • ■) are in l2. Then T is bilinear, continuous,

and separately compact but not jointly compact.

Continuity follows from the inequalities

lux*, ¿on - (2 «w)lrt = (2 4Vi(I W
aŒ41/,Œ''fai for 2 «i 2 ^i-

To show separate compactness fix bel2 and take N so that 2U+1i>?<e.

If ||a|j<l, then

T(a, b) = (aA, " ■ ', %*/* 0, • • • ) + (0, • • • , 0, aN+1bN+1, ■ ■ )

c (a closed A^-dimensional ball of radius ||¿>||)

+ (a set of radius < e).
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Therefore, the set {T(a, b):\\a\\ ^ 1} has a finite £-net for any £>0. On the

other hand let c"=(0, • • ■ , 0, 1, 0, • • ■) where 1 appears only in the nth

slot. Then T(cn, cn)=cn has no convergent subsequences.

(B) Let f be a Cr differentiable map of an open set U of a Banach space E

into a Banach space F which takes bounded sets into relatively compact

sets, then the derivatives (Dnf)x:Ex ■ • • X E-+F are jointly compact

transformations for each xeU (1^/i^r).

The case n=l appears in [4]. It is sufficient to show that the map

<p:E-+F defined by <f>(e)=(Dnf)x(e, • ■ ■ , e) is compact since by a polar-

ization identity for symmetric transformations [2] we have

(DJ)x(eu---,en)=    2    (-l)n-(£1^+£"V(^i + ---+£nO-
«l,**',En=0

Suppose <j> is not compact. Then there is a sequence {tw} in the unit

ball of E such that

\\(DJ)x(e», ■•■,eN)- (Dnf)x(eM, • • •, eM)\\ ̂ (n + 2)e   for all N*M.

Let

w(x, e) s f(x + e) - f(x) - (Df)x(e)

- ^ (D2f)x(e, e)-- -^- (D"f)x(e, ■ • •, e);
2 ! n !

then by Taylor's formula [1] there is a ô such that \\w(x, e)||<e||e||n for

all ||e||<<5. We now have

\\f(x + ôeN)-f(x + ôeM)\\

= \\2L(Dif)xiàe",---,ôeN)

- 2 -ADf)x(àeM, ■■■, ôeyi) + w(x, ôeN) - w(x, ôeM)\
¿=i¡! Il

^ \\(Dnf)x(deN, • • •, ÓVV) - (Dnf)x(ôeyi, ■ • •, öeM)\\

-I7; \\(DÏ)x(ôeN, • • • , ôeN) - (Dif)x(àeM, ■■■, ôeM)\\

-\\w(x, ôeN)\\- ||w(x,ôeyi)\\

^(n + 2)ône -2t, WimUeN, ■ ■ ■, eN)

- (Df)x(eM, ■■■, eM)\\ - ô"e - ô»e.
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Utilizing the compactness of (Df)x (\<i^n—\) we pick a subsequence of

{eA} denoted by {êA} such that {(Df)x(eN, ■ ■ ■ ,ëA')} are Cauchy sequences

in N for each i. We can therefore find a P such that

||(£>ia(<rv, ■ ■ •, êN) - (D<f)x(ëM, ■■■, ëM)\\ < i! a-'e

for M, N^P and l<í^n—1. From the inequality above we obtain

|/(jt + ôëx) -f(x + ôêM)\\ ̂  (n + 2) 0*8 - (n - 1) ône - ¿"e - d"e = ône

for M, A^P. But this together with the fact that {x+ôë*}™^ is a

bounded sequence contradicts the compactness off.

(C) Let L(£,, ■ • • , £m; £) be the Banach space of continuous m-multi-

linear transformations from £, x • • • x Em to F, and let CL(E1, • •■ ,Em;F)

be the closed subspace of jointly compact maps. It is easy to see that the

canonical Banach space isomorphism L(EX, L(E2, • • • , L(Em; F) ■ ■ 0)—>•

£(£,, • ■ • , £m; F) induces the injection

CL(Ex, CL(E2, • • • , CL(Em; F) ■••))-+ CL(Ex, ••-,£„,;£),

however, this map is not necessarily surjective.

We let H be any real Hilbert space and show that the inclusion

CL(H,CL(H;R))^CL(H,H:,R) is proper. Define the bilinear map

T(a,b)=(a,b) where ( , ) is the inner product in l2. Since |(a, ¿)l =

HI ||¿»||, we clearly have TeCL(H, H; R). But the map a-+(a, ) is not

in CL(H, CL(H; R)) since it gives an isomorphism of H with its dual

H* = CL(H; R) and, therefore, cannot be compact.

(D) If E, F, G are Banach spaces and E®F is the completion of £®£

under the projective norm [3], then the canonical (algebraic) isomorphism

L(E, F; G)-*L(E®F; G) induces the isomorphism

CL(E, F; G) — CL(E ® F; G).

Given any continuous bilinear T there is a continuous linear t such

that the diagram

4>
E X F-v£®£

\/
G

commutes; <j> is the obvious canonical map. The isomorphism above it

given by the correspondence between T and f. Suppose f is compact.

Since !!e®/|| = ||c|| ||/||, we have that <j> takes bounded sets to bounded
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sets which under f go into relatively compact sets. Therefore, f-<f>=T

is compact.

Conversely assume T is compact. Every element œ of the open unit

ball of Ex F has a representation co=y*=0 Xn(en®fn) where {en} and

{/„}-»0 in the open unit balls U and V of E and F respectively and

2«=o 1-U < 1 PI- Therefore the closed ball of radius \ in E&F is contained

in the closure (cl) of the convex balanced hull (cbh) of <p(Ux V). Applying

f we get

f(co) e T(c\(cbh(<f>(U x V)))) c cl(f(cbh(0((7 x V))))

= d(cbh(T(<f>(U x V)))) = cl(chh(T(U x V))).

The theorem of Mazur which says that the closed convex hull of a rela-

tively compact subset of a Banach space is compact can also be stated for

closed convex balanced hulls. Therefore we have that the image of the

ball of radius | under 7"is trapped in a compact set, and hence Tis compact.

IfTl:E1-^>-F1 and T2:E2-^F2 are compact, then so is Ti®T2\ Ex®E2-*-

Pi®Pî- This fact follows from the following commutative diagram

£x x E2 -^> Ei ® F2

Ti x T2 r-®T2

Fi x F2 —> Fi 0 F2

the compactness of 7\ x T2, and the result above.
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